Five Days training course on Leadership & Management for District & Sessions Judges from all over
Pakistan and AJK (October 1-5, 2018)
Name
mushtaque kalwar
[makalwar.law@gmail.com]
5.10.2018

Message
Inshallah I will not only remain in touch with you but try to
contribute towards capacity building and skills for the benefit of
not only FIA but my institution also. I also pray for your good
health and wealth. May Allah bless you and shower his
blessings upon you.
With best wishes
Mushtaque Ahmed kalwar
District and Session Judge Tharparkar @ Mithi

Bushra Zaman
[bushrazaman25@gmail.com]
5.10.2018
Muneera Abbasi
[muneeraabbasi1@gmail.com]
6.10.2018

Akram Hafiz
[hakram60@yahoo.com]
8.10.2018
Muhammad Saad Qureshi
[msqdj@hotmail.com]
10.10.2018

Thank you Sir

Dear Mr Shah
Bundle of thanks for your email.
It was indeed v pleasant and memorable experience to be part of
your new initiatives.
Professionally speaking, we are feeling our selves as more
learned, knowledgeable and honoured after attending this
unique course. The techniques learned here particularly on
changed Management, challenges at workplace, conflict
Management and team building besides knowing about critical
analysis skills hopefully would take us to the peak.
At personal level you and your lovely team indeed has touched
our hearts. We enjoyed the beautiful evening program very
much and hope that in future too will be able to visit Academy
to learn on new avenues as for as leadership is related.
Above all let my confess that people like you are true leaders
who polish common people by making them confident and
learned. I must say that leader is not the person who tells people
what to do but who tells how to do.
I am always thankful for your kind support and encouragement.
Allah Almighty bless you with happiness and success and
courage. Amin Warm regards Muneera Abbasi
Thank You Sir, I always require your precious guidance in my
professions.
Thank you very much sir. It was a unique experience. The
course was properly designed and subjects were in proper order.
The most important were the practical exercises which did
compel participants of the Course to actively participate in class.
The lecturers had command on their subjects and all topics were
very much relevant to our assignments. I hop such training
would continue and the Provincial Judicial Academies will also
design such type of trainings for the Judicial officers. Regards

Khurshid Iqbal
[kiqbal@kpja.edu.pk]
16.10.2018

Hon'ble the Director General,
Dear Sir,
Thank you very much for your email. Apologies for the late
reply. Because of my posting from the KP Judicial Academy, I
was on joining time for my new assignment. My stay at the FJA
was really very comfortable and enjoyable. Thanks for
including me in your list of alumni. I will InshaAllah keep in
touch.
Profound regards,
Khurshid
Dr Khurshid Iqbal,
PhD (Ulster, UK), LLM (Hull, UK)
District & Sessions Judge/
Director General
(Formerly Dean of Faculty 2012-2015),
Khyber Pakhtunkhwa Judicial Academy,
Visiting Faculty Member,
Department of Law,
International Islamic University,
Islamabad
SSRN: http://ssrn.com/abstract=3212535

faisal majeed
[rajafaisalmajeed898@gmail.com]
29-10-2018

In sha Allah thank you sir

